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Franchise Growth Simplified: 
All-in-One Solutions 
for Unstoppable 
Success
CareSmartz360 empowers you to scale 
effortlessly, secure your data, and unlock 
unparalleled support — propelling your 
home care network to new heights.

https://www.caresmartz360.com/


Discover Tailored Solutions 
for Seamless Growth

Franchise Intranet, Franchise Development tools, FDD Manager, Franchise Opener, 
Franchise Information Manager, and Franchise Support.

Franchise Management

Client Management, Caregiver Management, Scheduling & Dispatch, 
Mobile App, and Reporting.
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Core Home Care Management

Financial Infrastructure, Billing, Profit & Loss Statements, and Performance Insights.

Finance & Accounting3
Mastering Franchise Excellence

From Chaos to 
Control

Reclaim operational control and 
outstanding client experiences by 

centralizing scheduling, 
automating tasks, and tracking 

performance.

Effortless Operational 
Efficiency

Equip your franchise with powerful 
tools for seamless workflows, 
optimized scheduling, and 
automated tasks, ensuring 
increased efficiency.

Scale with 
Ease

Easily expand your franchise using 
CareSmartz360's comprehensive 
solution for conquering operational 
challenges and ensuring successful 

growth.

CareSmartz360 is your key to streamlined franchise management, offering a 
comprehensive suite of features designed to meet the unique needs of franchisors.
From fostering collaboration to optimizing operational efficiency and ensuring 
financial clarity, CareSmartz360 is your all-in-one solution.
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The 360o Solution to Manage and 
Grow Your Home Care Franchise
No more will paperwork nightmares, communication breakdowns, and compliance 
complexities hinder your business growth or make you compromise with the quality of 
care you provide. CareSmartz360's scalable all-in-one solution is crafted to meet your 
unique needs as a franchisor. 

Collaboration Across Different Locations 

Oversee all locations from a central hub for 
efficient communication. 

Set standardized processes to maintain 
consistency of service delivery. 

CareSmartz360 single-handedly helps you 
manage scheduling, billing, payroll, and 
reporting. reporting. 

Tailor certain operational aspects to align 
with local demographics & cultural norms.

Centralized Franchise Operations 
Management 

Login from one account to quickly view all 
franchises’ data. 

Access in-built communication tools & stay 
updated in real-time. 

Streamline operations, enhance client care, 
and optimize home care with our reporting 
and analytics feature. and analytics feature. 

Use the billing & invoicing functionality to 
generate invoices, track payments, and 
manage billing cycles.

Train Caregivers In All Locations 

Learn2Care-an online training platform 
helps you to enhance your caregivers’ skills 
while meeting compliance. 

Franchise owners can tailor training 
programs based on regulatory compliance 
and specialized care services.

Tracking and assessment tools enable Tracking and assessment tools enable 
franchise owners and managers to monitor 
caregiver progress. 

Franchise owners can provide feedback &
offer extra support or training as needed. 

Compute Accurate Royalty Calculations 

CareSmartz360 fetches the sales numbers 
directly from your franchises’ POS system. 

Stakeholders can quickly view rules that 
apply for a multi-unit franchise from a 
centralized solution. 

Generate automated royalty invoices 
based on imported or franchisee-entered based on imported or franchisee-entered 
sales data. 

Highlight areas of opportunity with key 
performance metric benchmarking.
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